PURPOSE FOR MISSION:
To revisit the “AFRICAN DREAM
PARADE” route that Ann Jangle
cycled woman-alone, from South
Africa to Kenya in 2019.
Only this time, in a 4x4 as a follow up, to document the changes
made over the last year concerning animal organizations visited,
schools performed at, to communicate the importance of preserving
wildlife & community upliftment through music. Ultimately, the plan
is to relocate to Bagamoyo in Tanzania and collaborate with local African
artists for the launch of CONSCIOUS CONCERTS, a new movement started
by Ann Jangle promoting environmental awareness through music.

Watch the Full
Documentary

Here:

ROUTE:

Starting in Namibia (which has been added to the original route) we’ll travel through Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Malawi, Tanzania, and Kenya in a 4x4, raising awareness for endangered wildlife, and uplifting communities through
music.

MISSION:

To drive the same route cycled, revisit the schools to get them on the map so that when tourists drive
past they could pop in and offer services like helping to build and improve the school, or donating some
blankets, food or clothing.
Play music at school, venues - we might not all speak the same language, but we all understand music.
Help educate communities about issues that affect society. Example: in Malawi, we were doing six schools
a day but Malawi is so overpopulated; we hope to educate about reasons to not have too many children,
fight poverty, and improve the quality of health & hygiene.

All you need to know on the next page.

MISSION:
•

Usually, tourists just want to go to game lodges and backpackers. We hope to encourage people to visit schools
and villages so they experience a different side of Africa

•

Document the kindness of the people by revisiting the people who gave us water, food, or shelter/accommodation.

•

Change misperceptions about Africa by documenting places where we slept in the bush and wild encounters,
to show how much safer African countries are than people believe.

•

Revisit all the animal organisations and see if things are getting better since last year or if things are worse.

•

Publicize organizations that are providing help and services and get them on the map.

•

Launch CONSCIOUS CONCERTS TANZANIA

WHAT WE NEED:

Guitar sponsorship - to hand out guitars (*PLEASE NOTE: We are looking for very small, cheap, entry level guitars)
to children/young adults, so they can learn a skill in the hopes to earn money and broaden their horizons. This
can give them options beyond just leaving school at a young age and will provide opportunities beyond traditional
themes like house work & child bearing. Music can help young women to gain additional income and see the world,
as well as push men in a more constructive direction rather than turning to alcohol, a problem that becomes more
common daily.

FUNDING / VEHICLE SPONSOR:
•

Branding will go on vehicle & mentioned on all social media, website & visual recordings. Ann Jangle is
currently sitting on a 10 000 strong following & climbing daily.

•

Together with Just Music South Africa, the documentary will be published all around the world. (Currently, the
cycling documentary “AFRICAN DREAM PARADE” is screening in Brazil, Australia, Africa, and Canada)

•

Aiming for R100,000 or TOYOTA vehicle sponsorship

•

Roof top tent sponsorship - will also be advertised in documentary & BRANDING goes on vehicle.

•

A documentary film-maker to join on the mission who can film, interview & edit footage as we go so that the
world stays constantly informed & connected via social media.

•

Soccer balls

CONTINUATION OF TRIP:
•

Based in Bagamoyo for Conscious Concerts and community upliftment, involvement in the music scene there.

•

Find instrument sponsors for the children. Collaborate with African artists in Bagamoyo and Zanzibar for new
album.

•

Finish cycling the Cape to Cairo East African cycling route from Tanzania via the Uganda, Burundi, Rwanda
strip. Later to enter Israel. To learn about the next stretch of road for CONSCIOUS CONCERTS. Being on a
bicycle makes one very vulnerable & helps you to truly connect with local people & the environment without
the barriers of a vehicle.

•

CONSCIOUS CONCERTS movement across Africa, event is as follows: Screening of documentary; a Talk by
Ann Jangle on traveling Africa and how to uplift communities; LOCAL artist is chosen to perform; Ann Jangle
performs music. End off with collaboration between Ann Jangle & local artists (whether it be music, art, dance)
the show is recorded with all sponsors to be made known. Tickets are sold to view online.

PLEASE DOWNLOAD THIS PROPOSAL NOW & SHARE IT WITH YOUR FRIENDS, FAMILY
OR ANY COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION WHO WOULD LIKE TO GET ONBOARD.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO JOIN IN CONVOY WITH YOUR OWN VEHICLE. PLEASE EMAIL annjangle@gmail.com

“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what difference
we have made to the lives of others.” - Nelson Mandela
COVID-19 Safety: Naturally, all precautions will be taken with regard to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic,
including sanitation, masks and testing at all borders.

For Donations and
Funding please click

